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The equinox is past, and our daylight hours are 
shorter than nighttime darkness.  But summer still 
lingers on, with hot days and warm nights. 

These Indian summer days present amazing color 
no matter where we look.  The pear trees turn 
scarlet in the orchard and the apricot trees are 
beginning to show bright spots of yellow.  Along 
the roadsides the wild vegetation has made 
corridors of purple and dusty brown.  The hillsides 
west of the farm glow with shades of red and 
orange. 

And the aspens in the mountains are simply 
magnificent this year.  Late in September several 
Home Farm residents drove up the Scenic Drive 
that winds around Mt. Wheeler.  “It was just like 
driving into a painting,” commented one.  “The 
golden leaves of the aspens were caught by the 
wind and decorated the green spruce trees in an 
autumnal Christmas display” another added.  Truly, 
we are surrounded by great beauty.   

Despite the prolonged warmth, we know that 
cooler days are close at hand, and we are making 
early preparations.  Tender young trees that were 
planted this summer have been surrounded with 
sturdy wire cages to protect them from deer during 

the winter months.  A new fence has been erected 
around most of the Secret Garden to help keep out 
hungry critters and to give the new plants a better 
chance at taking root successfully. 

Although the hummingbirds left a few weeks ago, 
many other birds still remain, and rows of birds are 
beginning to collect along the electric lines at dusk, 
a sure sign that autumn is not far away.  Our owls 
are now more in evidence, too, sitting on fence 
posts or tree limbs, and hooting gently to one 
another.  The deer have begun to make their way 
downhill, and once again we see small families – a 
doe, a buck, several fawns, a yearling – grazing in 
our yards and orchard. 

Alas, we have no fruit this year, not even plums.  
The May cold spell froze almost all the blossoms 
and tiny fruits.  We are disappointed, and probably 
the animals are, too.  This is the first year in 
decades that there are no windfall pears for the 
deer to munch on to get ready for winter’s lean 
days. 

The garden continues to give us its bounty.  We 
have already had an abundance of cucumbers, 
tomatoes, onions, garlic, dill, basil, corn, and beets 
to enjoy and to share at our community meals.  



And the tomatoes and corn show no signs of 
slowing down just yet.  In fact, the second planting 
of corn is just now maturing. 

We’ve been busy freezing corn, beans, and beets, 
and the canner has been put to good use, too.  We 
have several cases of tomatoes put up for 
wintertime use, and a nice batch of dill pickles is 
maturing in the basement. 

 

This past weekend we had a wonderful 
“astronomical potluck” to celebrate the super-
moon eclipse. Not only did we enjoy a fine dinner, 
but we had a nearly perfect view of the entire 2 ½ 
hour event.  Steve Moore, National Park Service 
ranger and astronomy/dark skies expert, brought 
his professional telescope to Home Farm and set it 
up so we could view the eclipse, and another guest 
brought extremely high-powered binoculars 
mounted on a stand to give another finely detailed 
view.  We were full of curiosity, and Steve was full 
of answers! 

Charles Davis, who moved to Home Farm in April, 
has recently had some of his writing published in 
Diamond Fire.  This magazine is edited and 
published by Joseph Polansky, a long-time student 
of the wisdom teachings and of the School.  The 
most recent Diamond Fire contains Chapter One of 
Charles’s book on The Omnis. 

Gorden and Patti Bell will be moving this coming 
weekend to their home in the Texas hill country.  
The Bells moved to Home Farm three years ago, 
with the intention of living here and contributing to 
our community life until Gorden’s retirement from 
the National Park Service, which occurred this 
week.  Gorden and Patti are looking forward to 
moving permanently to their Texas home, which 
they have built themselves and worked on for 
many years.  We are happy that they will finally be 
able to enjoy the home they so lovingly built, but 
we will certainly miss their knowledge, willing 
hands, kindness and perspective.   

May the peace and the Power of the Infinite Spirit 
which passes all understanding hold us and keep us 
in the Love of the Christed Consciousness while we 
are seemingly separated one from another. 
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